




Pinpoint location of 
an emergency call’s 

origin while 
simultaneously notifying 

local authorities

Instantaneously access 
detailed maps and 

visuals of your premises

Instantly text  
key on-site personnel

Instantly control 
the building’s security 
systems – including 
doors, lights and 
security cameras. 

Trigger notifications via web, 
desktop or mobile phones

Full detailed floor plans 
overlaid on Google Earth

Intergration of door and 
strobe control

Medical team notification 
with AED locations

Missing personnel tracking 
video camera integration 

directly on floor plan 

LTE backup (911 works without 
internet or phone service)

Fully customizable to 
meet client requirements

MALLS

MUNICIPALITIES

SCHOOLS

STADIUMS, ARENAS

RESORTS, CASINOS HOTELS

HOSPITALS

RETAIL

Every 60 seconds 
a heart attack victim goes 
without CPR, his chances 
of survival decrease by

10 percent.

FEATURES

911INFORM is a  
browser-based software  
that allows you to  
integrate 911inform  
with your current  
phone system. 
No app needed.

SHELTER IN PLACE    MEDICAL EMERGENCY     911 CALL    ACTIVE SHOOTER    LOCK DOWN    SILENT ALARM

911INFORM is an all-encompassing emergency 
system that empowers first responders to: 



Every 15 seconds 
an active shooter has 

unrestricted access to people, 
he will claim another victim.

Completely accessible 
and fuctional from  
police vehicle

Situational awareness 
inside any building

Direct room intercom, 
monitoring and paging

Door and camera 
control capabilities 
from dispatch or  
patrol car

Detailed situation floor 
plan mapping 

Personnel locations 
displayed on floor plan

System is fully 
customizable to client 
requirements

Missing personnel 
indicators and tracking 

Clear building and 
report possible 
dangerous objects  
on map

Use tactical mode 
to easily view the 
perimeter of the 
building

RAPID RESPONSE

911INFORM  
NOTIFICATIONS
911 calling, lock down, shelter 
in place, medical emergencies, 
and silent alarms

Real-time notifications to text, 
desktop and mobile app

4 tiers of notification grouping

Event acknowledgement and 
accountability

Comment and communicate 
with staff and local authorities 

Full event history and 
personnel tracking

EMERGENCIES won’t wait

IT ONLY TAKES 
a second
Get 911inform today. It could save a life.



1.833.333.1911  |  WWW.911INFORM.COM  |  1709 HWY 34, SUITE 3A, WALL ,  NJ 07727

MAKE EVERY  
SECOND COUNT


